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We show that if a finitely presented Rees quotient of a free inverse semigroup
ww xxhas polynomial growth, then its growth series is in a certain subsemiring of N z .
We present a procedure for calculating the degree of growth of such a semigroup
and use it to determine the possible values for the degree of growth. Q 1998
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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 4 Shneerson and Easdown initiated the study of growth of finitely
presented Rees quotients of free inverse semigroups. Growth was shown to
be polynomial or exponential for semigroups from this class and an
w xalgorithm given to recognise which type of growth occurs 4, Section 3 . In
w x3 , the author showed that if such a semigroup has polynomial growth,
w xthen it has rational growth series. The techniques in 3 are used to give
more information about the form the growth series takes, and the possible
values of the degree of growth.
Sections 2 and 4 recall definitions and results which relate the growth of
a semigroup in our class with its word tree graph. Section 3 gives the
definition and basic properties of the ``degree of growth'' of a series. In
Section 5 we retrace the construction of the growth series of a semigroup
w xfrom simpler series as presented in 3 . It is shown that the degree of
 4growth can only take values in 0, 3, 4, 5, . . . and for each possible value,
we give an example of a semigroup with that degree of growth.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
We assume familiarity with the basic definitions and elementary results
w xfrom the theory of semigroups, which can be found in 1 . Let S be a
 .semigroup generated by a finite subset X. Recall that the length l t of an
 .element t g S with respect to X is the least number of factors in all
representations of t as a product of elements of X. Let
<g m s t g S l t F m . 4 .  .S
We say that S has polynomial growth if there exist natural numbers q and
d such that
g m F qmd , .S
for all natural numbers m, and exponential growth if there exists a real
number a ) 1 such that
g m G a m , .S
w xfor all sufficiently large m. It is clear that if S has polynomial exponential
growth with respect to a given finite set of generators then it has polyno-
w xmial exponential growth with respect to any finite set of generators.
The growth series of S with respect to X is defined to be the usual
 .generating function for the sequence g m ,S
`
mg z s g m z . .  .S S
ms0
w xHowever, as in 3 we shall work with a related series, namely, the
 .generating function h z of the sequence,S
<h m s t g S l t s m . 4 .  .S
 .  .  .Because clearly h m s g m y g m y 1 , we haveS S S
h z s 1 y z g z . .  .  .S S
Let A be a finite alphabet. We denote the free semigroup and the free
inverse semigroup over A by F and FI , respectively. Equality in F isA A A
denoted by @ . Recall that a word w is reduced if w does not contain
xxy1 as a subword for any letter x g A j Ay1, and that w is cyclically
2  .reduced if w is reduced whence all powers of w are reduced .
Recall that elements of FI may be regarded as birooted word trees, theA
w x terminology and theory of which are explained in 1, Chapter 2 see also
w x. y14, Section 2 . Thus if u g F , then regarded as an element of FI , uAj A A
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may be represented as a birooted tree,
w u s T u , a u , b u . .  .  .  . .
 .  .Recall that u is an idempotent of FI if and only if a u s b u . Given aA
 .birooted word tree B s T , a , b , we shall adopt the following notation:
 .  .   . < 4i e B s max d a , ¨ ¨ g T ,
 . <  < . <ii for m g N, B s T , a , a , where T is the subtree of Tm m m
obtained by deleting all vertices of distance greater than m away from a ,
and by deleting all edges incident on such vertices.
It is often convenient to adjoin an identity called 1 to FI and to adoptA
 .  .  .the convention that l 1 s 0 and w 1 s (, (, ( , the null birooted tree
consisting of one vertex.
 .  .Given two trees B s T , a , b and B s T , a , b , define B [ B1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2
 .s T , a , b where T is the word tree obtained by ``pasting'' T and T1 2 1 2
together, identifying b with a and then further identifying any isomor-1 2
phic paths from the common vertex b s a . Note that B [ B s1 2 1 2
 y1 . y1 ..w w B w B .1 2
 .A birooted word tree T , a , b on A is said to be planted if it is null or
if it is nonnull and a is a leaf of the tree that is, a is adjacent to exactly
.one vertex of T . We shall refer to a birooted word tree which is planted
 .simply as a planted tree. Given two planted trees P s T , a , b and1 1 1 1
 .P s T , a , b , P is a subplanted tree of P if there is a word tree2 2 2 2 1 2
monomorphism T ª T sending a to a .1 2 1 2
 .Given as nonnull planted tree P s T , a , b , we shall adopt the follow-
ing notation:
 .  .i g P is the unique vertex of T adjacent to a ,
 .  .ii the label of P, denoted by label P , is the label of the edge
 .a ª g P .
 .  .Let P s T , a , a and P s T , a , a be two planted trees repre-1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
 .  .  .senting idempotents, with P / w 1 . If P s w 1 , or label P /1 2 1
 .y1  .label P , then define P (P to be the planted word tree T , a , a ,2 1 2 1 1
where T is the word tree obtained by pasting T and T together,1 2
 .identifying g P with a and then further identifying any isomorphic1 2
 .paths from the common vertex g P s a .1 2
Let P be a planted tree representing an idempotent with label x. Then
P can be uniquely expressed in the form,
P s w x [ P [ ??? [ P [ w xy1 , .  .1 s
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where s G 0, P , . . . , P are nonnull planted trees with distinct labels, and1 s
 . y1for each i, P represents an idempotent and label P / x . We shall calli i
P , . . . , P and the null tree the components of P.1 s
3. DEGREE OF GROWTH OF A SERIES
 . i ww xxLet a z s  a z g N z . If a G 1 for infinitely many m, theniG1 i m
define
< aL a z s a g R there exists q ) 0 such that a F qm for all m , 4 . . m
 .and define the degree of growth of a z to be
deg a z s inf L a z . .  . .  .
  ..   ..   ..   ..So deg a z G 0 and if L a z is empty, deg a z s `. If deg a z is
defined, it is a routine exercise to show that
deg a z s lim sup log a . . . m m
  ..  .It is convenient to adopt the convention that deg a z s y1 if a z g
w xN z . The following properties are easy to verify:
 .  .  .  . ww xx   ..3.1 LEMMA. i if a z , b z g N z are such that deg a z ,
  ..   .  ..deg b z are defined, then deg a z q b z is defined and equals
   ..   ..4max deg a z , deg b z .
 .   ..  . w x   .  ..ii If deg a z is defined, and 0 / b z g N z , then deg a z b z
  ..is defined and equals deg a z .
m  .kLet a z s 1r 1 y z . Thenm
m q k y 1 m q k y 2 ??? m q 1 .  .  . .  .m q k y 1a s s .m  /k y 1 k y 1 ! .
  .k .Therefore deg 1r 1 y z s k y 1, and the infimum in the definition of
 .deg is attained. Using part ii of the previous lemma we see that for any
positive integers s , . . . , s ,1 k
k k k1 1
s y1ideg s deg 1 q z q ??? qz .  s si i /  /1 y z 1 y zis1 is1 is1
1
s deg s k y 1.k /1 y z .
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 . ww xxDenote by R the semiring consisting of series f z g N z which have
the form,
l p z .i
f z s , .  q z .iis1
 . w x  4  . k i  si j.where for each i, p z g N z _ 0 and q z s  1 y z for somei i js1
integers k G 0, s ) 0. With the preceding observations it is easy to provei i j
the following
 .  .   ..3.2 PROPOSITION. If a z g R , then deg a z is defined and is an
  ..   ..integer. Moreo¨er, d s deg f z g L f z , that is, there exists q ) 0 such
d  .  .that a F qm for all m. If f z , . . . , f z g R , thenm 1 s
s
deg f z ??? f z s y1 q deg f z q 1 . .  .  . .  . .1 s i
is1
 .  .Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 will be used frequently in the rest of
the paper without comment.
  ..We are of course mainly interested in deg g z for some finitelyS
  ..generated semigroup S. It should be noted that the definition of deg g zS
is analogous to the Gelfand]Kirillo¨ dimension of a finitely generated
w xunital algebra over a field, as defined in 2, Chapter 1 . The following is a
w xroutine exercise, and has its analogue for algebras in 2, Chapter 1 .
 .3.3 PROPOSITION. Let S be a finitely generated semigroup. Then
 .   ..i deg g z is independent of the choice of generators.S
 .   ..ii If T is a finitely generated subsemigroup of S, then deg g z FT
  ..deg g z .S
4. GRAPHS AND POLYNOMIAL GROWTH
In this section we review graphical conditions for a Rees quotient of a
finitely generated free inverse semigroup by a finitely generated ideal to
have polynomial growth.
Let M denote the class of finitely presented inverse semigroups SFI
with zero having a presentation of the form,
 < :S s A c s 0 for i s 1, . . . , k ,i
where A is some finite alphabet, k is some nonnegative integer, c gi
F y1 for i s 1 to k. Then M is precisely the class of Rees quotientsAj A FI
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of finitely generated free inverse semigroups by finitely generated ideals.
y1  4We shall write A j A s x , x , . . . , x and we shall put1 2 2 n
< < <d q 1 s max 3, c i s 1, . . . , k , 4i
< < y1where c denotes the length of c with respect to F . By ouri i Aj A
w xdefinition, d G 2. We have the following useful criterion 4, Lemma 3.1 .
 .  .y14.1 LEMMA. Let w g F . Then w s 0 in S if and only if T wAj A
 .contains T c as a subtree for some i.i
w xShneerson and Easdown introduced in 4 a directed graph G , theS
 .Ufnaro¨ sky graph of S depending on the presentation of S . Vertices of GS
are defined to be reduced words of length d which are nonzero in S. If ¨ 1
and ¨ are vertices then a directed edge from ¨ to ¨ is defined in G if2 1 2 S
there exist letters g, h g A j Ay1 such that ¨ g is a reduced word which1
is nonzero in S and ¨ g @ h¨ . We regard the letter g as a label for this1 2
edge. Paths in G may then be labelled by reduced words which areS
nonzero in S. Growth was shown to be polynomial or to be exponential for
semigroups in M and a criterion on G is given to recognise which typeFI S
w xof growth occurs 4, Section 3 .
Another directed graph GX , called the word tree graph of S is introducedS
w xin 3 .
 . X  .i the vertices of G are planted trees P s T , a , a on A satisfy-S
 . y1 .ing the properties that e P s d and w P is nonzero in S;
 . <ii there is a directed edge from vertex P to vertex Q if Q is ady1
y1 .component of P and w P(Q is nonzero in S.
<  .  .y1Note that if Q is a component of P, then label P / label Q , sody1
 . <P(Q is defined. Furthermore P(Q s P.d
X  X .  X .Denote the set of vertices of G by V G . For P g V G , defineS S S
X X X XV P s P g V G P ª P is an edge in G , 4 .  .S S
X XV P s P g V P label P s x , for i s 1, . . . , 2n. 4 .  .  .i i
Here the label of a vertex in GX is simply its label as a planted tree.S
Using the word tree graph we can give another characterisation of
w xpolynomial growth 3, Theorem 5.3 .
 .  < :4.2 THEOREM. Let S s A c s 0 for i s 1, . . . , k be an in¨ersei
semigroup from the class M . Then S has polynomial growth if and only ifFI
G
X has no ¨ertex contained in different cycles.S
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In fact, polynomial growth restricts the structure of GX more than theS
previous theorem suggests:
 .  X .4.3 THEOREM. Suppose S has polynomial growth. If P g V G is in aS
 y1 .cycle, then P s w ww for some reduced word w.
Proof. Let P s P ª ??? ª P ª P be the cycle. Let u s a a ??? a1 s 1 2 s
 .where a s label P . Then it is clear that u is a cyclically reduced wordi i
d  y1 .and if w is the prefix of length d of u , then w ww is a subplanted tree
of P.
 y1 .Suppose P / w ww . Then there are nonempty words ¨ , ¨ such that1 2
w @ ¨ ¨ and a letter z g A j Ay1, such that ¨ z and zy1 ¨ are reduced1 2 1 2
words and
y1y1 y1w ¨ zz ¨ ¨ zz ¨ .  . /1 2 1 2
is a subplanted tree of P.
In fact, it is easy to see that there is a cyclically reduced word ¨ such
y1  y1 . l.that z ¨z is reduced and for each l g N, T z ¨z is a subtree of
P ( P ( ??? ( P ( P ( P ( ??? ( P ( ??? ??? ??? , . . . . . .1 2 s 1 2 s
 y1 . lprovided the ( operation is iterated enough times. In particular z ¨z
w xis nonzero in S. This implies S has exponential growth by 4, Lemma 3.2 ,
which is a contradiction.
  ..Before studying deg g z in detail in the next section, the followingS
  ..   ..proposition shows that either deg g z s 0 or deg g z G 3.S S
 .4.4 PROPOSITION. Suppose S has polynomial growth. Then the following
conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .a S is infinite.
 .b G contains a cycle.S
 . Xc G contains a cycle.S
 .d S contains a free monogenic in¨erse subsemigroup.
 .   ..e deg g z G 3.S
Proof. Suppose G does not contain a cycle. Let N be the length of theS
longest path in G . If a ??? a is a reduced word of length l G d and isS 1 l
nonzero in S, then
a ??? a ª a ??? a ª ??? ª a ??? a1 d 2 dq1 lydq1 l
is a path in G . Therefore l y d q 1 F N, and l F N q d y 1. It followsS
  ..that if a word u is nonzero in S then e w u F N q d y 1. This shows
 .  .that S is finite. Therefore a implies b .
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 .Suppose b holds and w ª w ª ??? ª w ª w is a cycle in G . Then1 2 s 1 S
w w wy1 ª w w wy1 ª ??? ª w w wy1 ª w w wy1 .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 s s 1 1
X  .  .in a cycle in G . Therefore b implies c . The converse is clear by usingS
 .  .  .Theorem 4.3 . Therefore b and c are equivalent.
If w is the word which labels a cycle in G , then w is cyclically reducedS
and w k is nonzero in S for all positive integers k. Hence w generates a
 .  .free monogenic inverse subsemigroup of S. Therefore b implies d .
w x 1It is shown in 3, Section 3 that if T s FI , thena4
1
h z s . .T 221 y z 1 y z .  .
 .  .  .   ..Because g z s 1r 1 y z h z , deg g z s 3. Therefore PropositionT T T
 .  .  .3.3 shows that d implies e .
 . w x   ..   .  ..If S is finite, then h z g N z and deg g z s deg h z r 1 y zS S s
 .  .s 0. Therefore e implies a .
 .  . wThe equivalence of a and b was observed in a remark at the end of 4,
xSection 3 .
5. DEGREE OF GROWTH OF S
Throughout this section let S denote an inverse semigroup from the
class M which has polynomial growth. We shall retrace our constructionFI
 . w xof h z from simpler series, which is described in 3, Section 4 . As weS
 .shall see, Theorem 4.3 is crucial in simplifying the calculations that arise.
First we review some definitions.
X  .For each vertex P in G define A P to be the set of u g FI such thatS A
 .  . <u is nonzero in S, and w u is a planted word tree with w u s P. Ford
r, m g N put
A P , r , m s u g A P l u s m , d a u , b u s r , 4 .  .  .  .  . .
and
B P , m s u g A P l u s m , d a u , b u ) 0 . 4 .  .  .  .  . .
 . <  . <  . <  . <Let a P, r, m s A P, r, m and b P, m s B P, m . Denote their gen-
 . .  . .erating functions by a P, r z and b P z , respectively. For convenience
 . .  . .we shall write a P z for a P, 0 z .
Let P be a vertex of GX with label x . Then P can be uniquelyS j
expressed in the form
P s w x [ P [ ??? [ P [ w xy1 , .  .j 1 2 n j
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where P is null for k such that x s xy1 and, for each i, either P is nullk k j i
 .or P is a planted tree with label x . For 1 F i F 2n, let c P, i, r, mi i
 .  .denote the number of planted trees B s T , a , b such that T , a , a s P ,i
 .  y1 ..d a , b s r, and l w B s m. Define the polynomials,
c P , i , r z s c P , i , r , m z m . .  .  .
mG0
 .  . .Because e P - d for each i, it is clear that c P, i, r z s 0 wheneveri
r G d.
 . X  . .5.1 LEMMA. For each ¨ertex P in G , a P z g R. If P is not in aS
cycle, then
2n
X X<deg a P z s y1 q max 0, deg a P z q 1 P g V P . 4 .  .  .  .  . .  . i
is1
If P is in a cycle P s P ª ??? ª P ª P, then1 s
deg a P z .  . .
s
X X<  4s max 0, deg a P z q 1 P g V P _ P , . . . , P . .  .  . . D i 1 s 5
is1
Proof. Recall that the strongly connected components of a directed
graph are the equivalence classes of vertices under the ``are mutually
 .reachable'' relation. By Theorem 4.2 , a strongly connected component of
G
X consists of either one vertex or one cycle.S
Let C , . . . , C be the strongly connected components of GX , ordered so1 t S
that the vertices in C are reachable from the vertices in C only if i F j.i j
We shall prove the lemma by induction. So suppose the lemma holds for
 .all vertices in C j ??? j C . So k s 1 initially.1 ky1
 . w x XBy Proposition 4.2 of 3 , for each vertex P in G ,S
2n
X2a P z s z c P , i , 0 z q a P z . .  .  .  .  .  .  5
Xis1  .P gV Pi
 4  X . . X  .Suppose C s P . Then a P z g R for each P g V P by thek
 . .inductive hypothesis. Therefore a P z g R. The formula follows easily
 .  .from Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 .
If C is a cycle P s P ª ??? ª P ª P s P, then for each i,k 1 s sq1
 y1 .  .P s w w w for some reduced word w by Theorem 4.3 . Let the secondi i i i
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 . .  .letter of w be x . Then c P , j, 0 z s 1 and V P s B if j / j . Soi j i j i ii
a P z s z 2 c P , j , 0 z q a PX z .  .  .  .  .  .i i i 5
X  .P gV Pi
s z 2a P z q z 2 a PX z q z 2c P , j , 0 z , .  .  .  .  .  .iq1 i i
X  .P gV P _Ci k
 .  4  .  .because V P _ P s V P _ C by Theorem 4.2 . By substitution wei iq1 i k
get
s
X2 s 2 i1 y z a P z s p z q z a P z , .  .  .  .  .  . 
Xis1  .P gV P _Ci k
 . w xfor some p z g N z . So again the result follows.
 . w x  . .  . .By Proposition 4.2 of 3 , za P, 1 z s a P z for each vertex P in
X  . .  .   . ..G . Therefore a P, 1 z g R by Lemma 5.1 , and deg a P, 1 z sS
  . ..  .  . w xdeg a P z by Lemma 3.1 . Also by Proposition 4.2 of 3 ,
2n
Xa P , r z s z c P , j, r y 1 z q a P , r y 1 z .  .  .  .  .  .  5
Xjs1  .P gV Pj
= c P , i , 0 z q a PX z , .  .  .  .  5
Xi/j  .P gV Pi
for each r G 2. Therefore,
b P z s a P , r z .  .  .  .
rG1
2n
Xs a P , 1 z q z c P , j z q b P z .  .  .  .  .  .  5
Xjs1  .P gV Pj
= c P , i , 0 z q a PX z , .  .  .  .  5
Xi/j  .P gV Pi
 . .  . . w xwhere c P, j z s  c P, j, r z g N z .r G1
 . .Given this formula for b P z , we can again deduce a formula for
  . ..deg b P z , which fortunately simplifies to the following
 . X  . .5.2 LEMMA. For each ¨ertex P in G , b P z g R. If a cycle isS
  . ..   . ..reachable from P, then deg b P z s deg a P z q 1. Otherwise
  . ..   . ..deg b P z s deg a P z s y1.
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 .Proof. We shall use induction as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 . Again
suppose the lemma holds for all vertices in C j ??? j C . So k s 11 ky1
.initially.
 4  . .Suppose C s P . If no cycle is reachable from P, then b P z andk
 . .a P z are polynomials. So the result is clear.
Now suppose a cycle is reachable from P. Because P is not in a cycle, a
 .cycle is reachable from P for some P g V P . Now by induction,0 0
  . ..   . ..   X. ..   X. ..deg b P z s deg a P z q 1, deg b P z F deg a P z q 10 0
 X. . X  .  .and b P z g R for all P g V P . Therefore, by Lemma 5.1 and the
 .  . .observations preceding Lemma 5.2 , b P z g R , and
deg b P z s deg a P z q 1, .  .  .  . .  .
 . .  . .by comparing the formulae for a P z and b P z .
Suppose that C is a cycle P s P ª ??? ª P ª P s P. Then, as ink 1 s sq1
the proof of the previous lemma, for each i there is some j , such thati
 . .  . .  .c P , j, 0 z s 1, c P , j z s 0, and V P s B if i / j . Soi i j i i
b P z s a P , 1 z q z c P , j z q b PX z . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .i i i i 5
X  .P gV Pi
By substitution we get
1 y z s b P z .  .  .
s s
Xiy1 is p z q z a P , 1 z q z b P z , .  .  .  .  .  i
Xis1 is1  .P gV P _Ci k
 . w x  . .for some p z g N z . Therefore b P z g R by induction. Now for all
X  .  .  4P g V P j ??? j V P _ P , . . . , P ,1 s 1 s
deg b PX z F deg a PX z q 1, .  .  .  . .  .
by induction, and
deg a PX z q 1 F deg a P z , .  .  .  . .  .
 .by Lemma 5.1 , so
deg b PX z F deg a P z . .  .  .  . .  .
 .   . ..   . ..   . ..Also by Lemma 5.1 , deg a P z s deg a P z s deg a P , 1 z fori i
each i. So
deg 1 y z s b P z s deg a P z , .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .and the formula follows by Proposition 3.2 .
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  ..These lemmas enable us to calculate deg h z . Recall from the proofS
 . w x  .of Proposition 4.4 of 3 that h z can be expressed as a sum of terms ofS
the form,
p z a P z a P z ??? a P z , .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 s
or, for some 1 F j F s,
p z b P z a P z , .  .  .  . . j i
i/j
where P , . . . , P are vertices in GX with distinct labels such that wy11 s S
 .  . w xP [ ??? [ P is nonzero in S, and p z is some polynomial in N z .1 s
  . ..   . ..If deg a P z s deg b P z s y1, then the degree of growth ofi i
 . .either one of the foregoing series is unchanged by leaving off the a P zi
 . .  .   . ..   . ..or b P z term. Because, by Lemma 5.2 , deg b P z s deg a P zi
q 1 for some vertex P in GX if S is infinite, we haveS
 .   ..5.3 PROPOSITION. If S is infinite, then deg h z is the maximum ¨alueS
of
1 q deg a P z a P z ??? a P z , .  .  .  .  .  . .1 2 s
 X .where P , . . . , P g V G ha¨e distinct labels, a cycle is reachable from P for1 s S i
y1 .each i, and w P [ ??? [ P is nonzero in S.1 s
 .  .Combining Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.3 gives a very easy algo-
  ..rithm for calculating deg h z . We now give a family of examples inS
which every possible degree of growth occurs.
For each positive integer n, define the inverse semigroup,
 < y1 y1 :S s x , . . . , x x x s 0 if j / i , i y 1, x x s x x s 0 if j / i .1 n i j i j i j
Note that when n s 1, S is the monogenic free inverse semigroup with
zero.
 .By Lemma 4.1 , it is easy to see that if a word tree contains a vertex
which is an endpoint for more than two edges, then it represents a word
which is zero in S. Therefore the word tree graph of S is the same as the
Ufnarovsky graph of S, depicted in Fig. 1, by identifying the vertex w with
 y1 .w ww .
 .Using Lemma 5.1 , we have
deg a x 2 z s i y 1, for i s 1, 2, . . . , n. . . .i
deg a xy2 z s n y i , for i s 1, 2, . . . , n. . . .i
deg a x x z s i y 1, for i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1. .  . .iq1 i
deg a xy1 xy1 z s n y i y 1, for i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1. . . .i iq1
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 .  X .Using Lemma 4.1 , we can see that if P , P g V G have distinct1 2 S
y1 .labels, then w P [ P is nonzero in S if and only if1 2
label P , label P s x , xy1 or x , xy1 , 4 .  .  4  41 2 i i i iq1
for some i. Now
deg a xy2 z - deg a xy2 z , for i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1. .  . .  . .  .iq1 i
deg a xy1 xy1 z - deg a xy2 z , for i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1. .  . .  . .  .i iq1 i
deg a xy1 xy1 z - deg a xy2 z , for i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 2. .  . .  . .  .iq1 iq2 i
deg a x x z - deg a x 2 z , for i s 2, 3, . . . , n. .  .  . .  . .i iy1 i
 .  .Therefore by Proposition 5.3 and 3.2 ,
y2 2deg h z s max 1 q deg a x z a x z i s 1, 2, . . . , n .  .  . .  4 .  . .S i i
y2 2s max 2 q deg a x z q deg a x z i s 1, 2, . . . , n .  . 4 .  . .  .i i
s max 2 q n y i q i y 1 i s 1, 2, . . . , n 4 .  .
s n q 1.
To summarize, we show
 .5.4 THEOREM. Suppose an in¨erse semigroup S from the class M hasFI
 .   ..polynomial growth. Then h z g R. The possible ¨alues for deg h z areS S
 4y1, 2, 3, 4, . . . .
 .  .  .  .Because h z s 1 y z g z , g z g R also, and the possible valuesS S S
  ..  4for deg g z are 0, 3, 4, 5, . . . .S
 .   ..   ..Of course, the fact that g z g R implies that deg g z g L g zS S S
  ..  .see Proposition 3.2 , and the radius of convergence of g z is 1.S
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Remark. The author was told that L. M. Shneerson also proved, by a
  ..  4different method, that the possible values for deg g z are 0, 3, 4, 5, . . . .S
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